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Introduction (Revised without notice on Sunday, September 10, 2006)
They could make a killing in Chicago, but they wanted a nice, clear day in New York.
The MIT plasma and fusion lab had shown them how to rig planes and targets for remote detonation
through global satellite networks; how to fuel shockwave tube bombs with solid or liquid propellants from
Delta or Zenit rocket engines burning half as hot as the surface of the sun and how to solve an assassin's
perennial problem by shocking the bodies of victims and liquefying – even vaporizing – evidence of
murder, arson and fraud.
Their supersmart mathematicians with superfast computers, networked to a ‘Center for Coordination
Science’, were primed to pounce on price differentials when trade on the NYSE stopped but the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange stayed open for profit and business.
But MIT’s professor of linguistics, the anarcho-syndicalist Noam Chomsky, and fellow intellectuals were
not so interested in the money – even if the murder of a few firefighters would pad their pensions – they
wanted a clear view of the “first live-broadcast mass snuff film in history” when a manufactured shock and
al-Qaeda myths ended American capitalism for ever and NATO paramilitaries were sworn in to enforce a
fascist peace.
But MIT’s effete, elite professor and his mathematical, engineering and scientific fellow travelers, had little
experience at generating the panic the world’s most powerful bankers needed to target and terrify local
victims and have them begging for peace at any price.
So back in 1989, the bankers began to assemble elite special weapons and tactics teams, coordinated online
through the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, so that ‘al-Qaeda’ assets could move undetected on
global networks controlled by radical intellectuals, NATO paramilitary commanders and those organized
crime and labor bosses who reported to the Bonanno headquarters, well out of reach of the FBI, in
Montreal, Quebec.
Oh yes, I almost forgot, thanks to a secure satellite communications and electronic credit network, our
teachers were able to invest in staged ‘al-Qaeda’ panics via a private bank in Switzerland and share their
profits with the extended, racketeering families of Osama bin Laden - former CIA agent in Afghanistan and Saddam Hussein, the butcher of Baghdad.
And that oh-so simple trick; conceal civilian box cutters in military baggage for simulated hijacking
attacks then switch cockpit controls to concealed military gyroscopes in civilian Boeings and fly
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along "Final Approach" corridors into targeted U.S. command centers.
This then is their story; told not for the fearful - of which there was a troubling many - but for the victims,
whose souls beg to leave those September scenes but only if justice is done.
Seconds, Hours, Months and Years through 9/11
Our story has four acts with different timelines, spanning twelve seconds to kill and vaporize targets and
twelve years to develop war game and weapons for 9/11.
The first two timelines – one in seconds, one in hours - will be developed with online co-researchers using
virtual reality and computer simulation tools; partly to better visualize the physics of a shockwave murder
and partly because the self-styled ‘Global Guardians’ would have used these same tools to plan and execute
the attacks.
With the encouragement of my co-researchers, I will be inviting the people below to help us (a) reconstruct
the 9/11 physics of observed and measured effects, (b) identify the special weapons and tactics (‘SWAT’)
teams which appear to match, (c) identify the paymasters or the custodians of such teams, and finally (d)
identify motives which might have justified the Global Guardians’ use of ‘shock, bait and liquidate’
weapons on 9/11.
Some Characters in “Manufactured Shock”
M.I.T. professor of linguistics and de facto leader of anarcho-syndicalists in the Industrial Workers
of the World – also known as “The Wobblies” – Noam Chomsky knew how to manufacture consent
with propaganda, but he didn’t know how to organize unskilled workers into one world union as custodians
of the global commons to destroy capitalism by abolition of the wage system and aboriginal and legal
property rights.
Former general president of the Laborer's International Union of North America, Arthur Coia knew
how to recruit laborers, train them as blast technicians and manipulate hiring halls to sabotage construction,
upgrade or demolition contracts, but he didn’t know how to duck the draft racketeering complaint from the
U.S. Justice Department accusing LIUNA and mob affiliates of extortion, crushing dissenters and pilfering
union funds.
Former impeached U.S. President Bill Clinton knew how to triangulate voters into thinking he was to
the left of the right, to the right of the left and above them both, but he didn’t know how to get himself or
the Democrats elected without accepting money from mobbed-up unions or Chinese agents wanting to buy
arms technology to attack America.
Former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Boeing director on 9/11, John Shalikashvili, knew
how to conceal the treasonous transfer of U.S. weapons technology and a coup d’etat inside President
Clinton’s bogus NATO Partnership-for-Peace program but didn’t know how to conceal his admiration for
his father’s role as a major in the Nazi Waffen SS.
Former No 2 in US Air Force procurement, former chairman of board of directors of NATO’s
AWACS program and a future vice-president of Boeing, Darleen Druyun, knew how to conceal illegal
modifications to Boeing passenger or refueling aircraft in Canada so the planes could be flown as hijacked
decoys or bomb-laden drones to sabotage NORAD’s war games on 9/11, but she didn’t know how to stay
out of jail.
Former director of Lafarge and the former president and de facto leader of “Les Militants
Syndicalistes” at the French American Foundation, Hillary Clinton knew how to use law firms to
conceal CIA special weapons and tactics (‘SWAT’) teams and intelligence networks linking New York,
Montreal, London and Paris to clients, including Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan and Saddam Hussein in
Iraq, but she didn’t know how to make herself likeable enough to ever be elected as the president of the
United States.
Former deputy chief of staff to the Clinton administration and co-leader of the Shadow Party with
George Soros and Hillary Clinton, Harold Ickes knew how to protect Coia and LIUNA from RICO
lawsuits with a Democrat in the White House but he didn’t know how to do the same under the
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administration of U.S. president, George Bush.
Controlling investor in Waste Management Inc, convicted for insider trading in the Société Générale
scam and co-leader of the Shadow Party with Hillary Clinton and Harold Ickes, George Soros knew
how to mislead investors and stock market analysts, defraud union pension funds and hire workers to move
and destroy evidence of murder, arson and fraud at Ground Zero in Manhattan, but he didn’t know how to
buy the election of Democrat presidential candidates in November 2000 (Al Gore) or 2004 (John Kerry).
Convicted former Bonanno crime family boss, ‘Big Joey’ Massino knew how to run a RICO enterprise,
shock targets, bait traps and kill the people who fell into them, but he didn’t know how to liquidate or
vaporize human bodies and destroy evidence of murder.
Alleged shooter in 1981 Bonanno hit and reputed Montreal Mafia don, Vito Rizzuto knew how to use
Canadian lawyers to protect meetings from police scrutiny and take the Montreal family to a leadership role
in organized crime in North America, but he didn’t know how to wipe out the New York families for his
allies in Montreal and Chicago.
Disgraced former CIA director, Dr. John Deutch, knew how to generate shock waves to liquefy solids
but he didn’t know how to conceal a rocket-fuel bomb inside modified Boeing aircraft or the upgraded
buildings at the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
UN Oil-for-Food scam godfather, Maurice Strong knew how to launder money and collect kickbacks for
“world bankers and intellectual elites” from the likes of Teachers* and Teamsters pension funds, but didn’t
know how to run a murder or drug-and-weapons smuggling network through the Montreal, New York and
Chicago labor unions.
‘Teamsters’ is the International Brotherhood of Teamsters; ‘Teachers*’ is the name given to New York’s
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund – TIAA-CREF –
representing $340 billion retirement benefits of university faculty, the part owner of insured mortgages on
the World Trade Center buildings though its private equity arm ‘CAI’ and an alleged source of venture
capital for organized crime.
CAI is the Teachers’ private equity group of 50 prominent individuals who meet the call of David
Rockefeller – on the international advisory council of JP Morgan Chase – for an “intellectual elite and
world bankers” to take custody of the global commons.
Alleged bogus litigant against Macdonald Dettwiler and Associates, Mohammad al-Zaibak knew how
to bypass coastguards using Canada’s digital hydrographic charts and how to take hijacked passenger
aircraft off enroute airways and fly them into targets, but he didn’t know how to stand down the U.S. Air
Force so that the hijackers could pass.
JP Morgan Chase international advisory council member, William Daley successor to a U.S. secretary
of commerce whose military Boeing C37 plane was allegedly blown up with a ‘thermite’ bomb, with his
brother, Richard Daley, mayor of Chicago, knew how to manipulate the FAA and Boeing into sabotaging
the Pentagon’s response to 9/11, but they didn’t know how to liquidate Cantor Fitzgerald in One World
Trade Center and switch the world’s largest broker in sovereign debt to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.
Outline Chronology
In 1981, Massino invited three Bonanno capos to peace talks at a Brooklyn social club.
The baited capos were killed by a Montreal hit team which went back home leaving local mobsters to
dispose of the evidence, perhaps using those Bonanno double-decker coffins where a loved one positioned
on top would conceal the murder victim’s body underneath.
Massino then began "a quarter-century of murder, racketeering, arson, extortion, loan-sharking, and
gambling" and built a criminal empire linking the Fulton Fish Market to the Fresh Kills landfill on Staten
Island and the World Trade Centers where mob brokers gamed with pension funds of labor unions
including operating engineers (IUOE), laborers (LIUNA), the Teamsters garbage-disposal locals and New
York City’s public employees.
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In 1988, Rudolph Giuliani, U.S. Attorney in New York, filed a federal lawsuit demanding the Teamsters
union be put into trusteeship by the government to clean out corruption.
In 1989, the Bonannos bankers hired CAI - a Teachers private equity group in New York and Montreal - to
take custody of the Teamsters funds out of the reach of the U.S. Attorney, Rudi Giuliani, and the 41st
President of the United States, George Walker Bush.
From 1993 to early 2001, U.S. president Bill Clinton, strengthened the Teachers control of the Teamsters
and SWAT teams; he put Darleen Druyun as head of U.S. Air Force procurement to lease fuel bombs and
shock weapons from Boeing, backed the election of Teamsters president, Jimmy Hoffa Junior, defended
Labourers’ president, Arthur Coia, against Department of Justice’s racketeering charges and pardoned Dr.
John Deutch.
In 2000, Dr. Deutch invited Mayor Rudi Giuliani to sponsor an Office for Emergency Management where
the CIA shared access to a shock-resistant bunker in 7 World Trade Center. Four years earlier, Deutch, an
MIT professor of chemistry, had stolen top-secret information and database (‘al-Qaeda’) on CIA SWAT
teams, including the apparent use of rocket fuel bombs to generate shock waves and liquefy solids –
evidence.
When George Bush Jr. was sworn in as 43rd president of the United States in January 2001, a Republican
White House linked up to Rudi Giuliani, now a reforming mayor of the City of New York.
By 2001, Giuliani had forced the Bonannos out of the Fulton Fish market and begun an attempt to clean up
New York’s construction, demolition and garbage-disposal unions.
The Teachers and Teamsters' private-equity managers, including World Bank advisors, Maurice Strong and
Dr. John McArthur, felt threatened by the renewal of a Giuliani-Bush reform agenda and the stage was set
for the shock and bait of RICO 9/11.
During the June 1-2, 2001 ‘Amalgam Virgo’ war game, Teachers and Boeing insiders, including a former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, used instrument approach procedures to fly hijacked planes with the
U.S. Air Force ordered to stand down.
When Dr. Deutch launched the privately sponsored war game ‘Global Guardian’ on 9/11, he chose to
simulate ‘al-Qaeda’ hijacking attacks with red team flying Boeing aircraft, modified with embedded fuel
bombs, into buildings rigged with embedded fuel bombs.
Deutch’s games were staged with Boeing and NATO AWACS aircraft, illegally-leased by Darleen Druyun,
Clinton’s corrupt head of procurement for the U.S. Air Force.
New York firefighters responded to the shock of the 9/11 attack by entering the North and South Towers to
help victims escape and put out low-intensity fires. Their analog Motorola radio systems appear to have
been jammed; they did not receive the order to evacuate and over 300 firefighter bodies were liquidated
when the buildings were demolished by what appears to be a shockwave from fuel bombs in the towers.
On 9/11, with the pulverized cement dust still settling in Manhattan, Teamsters’ Local 831 members from
the New York City Department of Sanitation began hosing down the streets, flushing evidence of murder
and ultra-high temperature arson into the sewers.
On 9/11, the contractor working on 7 World Trade Center diesel systems was ordered to pull the building
by the owners of the mortgage (the Teachers’ private equity group) and to start planning shipments of
debris from Ground Zero to Staten Island where terrified investigators would sort through ‘fines’, including
incinerated bits of firefighters’ bodies.
On 9/11 at 5:20 p.m., WTC #7 – a building never hit by a plane – was ‘pulled’ by the Teachers’ mortgage
company in a fire so hot it vaporized steel and evidence of fraud.
On 9/11, the problem of liquidating bodies of murder victims was solved not by the Bonannos - North
America’s most powerful crime family - nor by Teamsters - the ‘World’s Most Powerful Union’ - but by
people more powerful than either who double crossed them both.
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A Challenge
Some have proposed that battles between nations should be fought with a champion selected by each side
fighting in man-to-man combat to save casualties.
Dr. Deutch is a member of the Teachers’ elite, a director of Citigroup, Raytheon and Schlumberger, and an
expert in solution chemistry, molecular thermodynamics and kinetics.
David Hawkins is a full member of the Scholars for 9/11 Truth, the former coordinator of Artificial
Intelligence and geoscience research at Schlumberger, the inventor in 1989 of a toolkit for virtual-reality
prototyping and a world authority on the use of applied mathematics, thermodynamics and deductive logic
to analyze violent crimes and identify the weapons, opportunities and motives of the perpetrators.
I will be challenging Dr. Deutch to a virtual reality war game in the four acts of this story; we can work
together or against each other to develop the true interpretation of the events during twelve seconds of 9/11
physics, twelve hours of the ‘Global Guardian’ war games, twelve months of the CIA or al-Qaeda’s special
weapons and tactics teams and twelve years of Teachers’ securities, insurance and mortgage fraud.
Dr. Deutch’s red team played 9/11 with 3 million – mostly unwitting – members in the $340 billion
teachers’ national pension fund and 1.4 million – mostly unwitting – members of the teamsters in the
United States and Canada working as law enforcement officers, technical employees in both the public and
private sectors and public defenders.
On 9/11, a red-team hijacker said, “We have some planes”; today I can respond with “We have some
truths” and invite readers to participate in four acts …
Acts 1, 2 and 3 will explore the physics of virtual shock and visual awe in the murder of selected victims
and how ‘al-Qaeda’ special weapons and tactics teams were recruited, equipped and trained to kill them.
Act 4 will be difficult for me and the blue team to write; focused as it must be on the intangible motives or
mens rea of the ‘Teachers’, the self-appointed ‘Global Guardians’, the 50 or so people who have the power
to recruit paramilitary SWAT teams through American or Canadian governments for private use; the
people who write military and business hedge-fund scenarios for ‘spinning’ war games against trusting
allies; the people who share David Rockefeller’s view that the world is “now more sophisticated and
prepared to march towards a world government”; the people convinced by Canada’s Maurice Strong that
the United Nations should have custody over the global commons, including the air we breathe, the water
we drink and the land on which we walk; the people who feel different from you or me, superior to janitors
in high rises, indifferent to firefighters in New York, hatred for Wall Street types and rage at U.S. naval
officers or marines who go with fierce pride into harms way, and, ultimately and tragically, the people
whom we trusted to remind us before 9/11 that the price of freedom was always eternal vigilance.
If I err in my allegations, I will correct the offending statement or stand ready to defend them in a court of
law, but the red-team people know who they are so this is the challenge and let the war games begin.
David Hawkins
Outline Acts
Act 1 – 12 Seconds through 9/11
Act 1 will present six 12-second timelines as computer animations with written text or voiceover to
describe the physics, chemistry and thermodynamics of the murder of the six victims named below ….
Captain Jason Dahl, murdered at 10:03:05 a.m. on 9/11 while serving as pilot of Flight 93 by the violent
kinematics of gyroscopically-controlled spin and an ultra-high temperature shock wave which vaporized
his body with present status unknown.
http://www.youpai.org/upload/200512/jason_dahl.jpg

Captain Gerald DeConto was murdered while serving as duty officer in the US Naval Command Center in
the Pentagon as he was speaking on the phone to the secretary for the navy. Status of body unknown.
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http://www.september11victims.com/september11victims/images/Victims/251.jpg

Carlton Bartels was murdered while serving as founder of carbon trading at eSpeed in the $70 trillion/year
business of Cantor Fitzgerald in the North Tower where Dr. Thomas Barnett held his bogus war games.
Status of body unknown but is presumed vaporized or the small body parts bulldozed into garbage hills at
Fresh Kills land fill on Staten Island by AMEC sub-contractors.
http://www.thomaspmbarnett.com/projects/newrulesset/images/Carlton_Bartels.jpg
http://www.thomaspmbarnett.com/projects/newrulesset/images/img001.gif

John O'Neil was murdered while serving as head of security for the World Trade Center, in the South
Tower. O’Neill was former New York FBI Counterterror chief responsible for investigation into Osama bin
Laden. His body – present status unknown – was allegedly identified by Jerry Hauer who found John
O'Neill his position at the World Trade Center. Hauer is linked to the bunker in 7 World Trade Center,
evacuated on 9/11, but used as a command and control center for mass spraying of malathion over
boroughs of New York City to combat West Nile Virus.
http://cnparm.home.texas.net/911/Backg/oneill.jpg
http://home.earthlink.net/~silent_no_more99/id22.html

Master Special Officer Craig Miller was murdered while serving the CIA in 7 World Trade Center where
the entire Secret Service office was buried on 9/11. Status of body unknown. Master Miller was an agent on
loan from Washington and temporarily assigned to New York in preparation for the UN General Assembly.
http://www.nleomf.com/images/n17657.jpg
http://www.ustreas.gov/usss/press/pub1202.pdf

Ahmed Shah Massoud murdered at Khvajeh Ba Odin in Afghanistan on September 9, 2001; status of body
unknown. Massoud’s murderers appear to have used the same M.O. as that planned for a poolside
interview with U.S. president George Bush two days later on 9/11. The murderers of Massoud used a
locally or remotely detonated (Thuraya-Boeing-AbuDhabi?) bomb in either a video camera or a belt that
had been stolen in December 2000 in Grenoble, France, before being modified by parties unknown.
http://newsimg.bbc.co.uk/media/images/40049000/jpg/_40049336_ahmedmasoodbody_afp.jpg

The key benefit of 12 second timelines for computer animation is that the deliverables are constrained by
the physics of what we must prove to be true and not the politics of what we would like to be true.
Act 2 – 12 Hours through 9/11
By early morning on 9/11, Dr. John Deutch with the Teachers and their bankers and Darleen Druyun and
her sponsors, had extorted control of Boeing and were ready to pilot the world’s largest builder of civilian
and military aircraft through an ‘al-Qaeda’ war game.
6:00 am – 7:00 am: “Flight 93 positioned at decoy departure gate” Boeing plane modified with satphones,
embedded gyroscopes and rocket-fuel incendiaries, ready for war game.
7:00 am – 8:00 am: “Pilot, Jason Dahl boards Flight 93”, invites Ziad Jarrah into cockpit.
8:00 am – 9:00 am: “Flight 93 delayed 41 minutes on runway in Newark, New Jersey.”
10:00 am – 11:00 am: “Flight 93 spins upside down into drone before ignition” Boeing satellite command
and control hubs out Abu Dhabi and Quebec are used to abort mission. Dahl’s Boeing spins round an axis
controlled by its embedded gyroscope, flies upside down and the plane’s onboard incendiaries are ignited
to vaporize evidence of murder in separate debris fields across 8 miles of the Pennsylvanian countryside.
11:00 am – 12:00 am: “Flight 93 generates three burning debris sites in Pennsylvania” Onboard
incendiaries vaporize evidence of murder with a reaction temperature at around half the temperature of the
surface of the sun – effectively disassociating atoms and molecules of victims’ bodies into a gaseous
plasma of charged particles or ions.
12:00 am – 1:00 pm: “Teachers’ clear unused war-game decoys into Canada”
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm: “Teachers’ bypass elected leaders with Boeing satphones”
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2:00 pm – 3:00 pm: “Teachers’ hedge funds ‘pump-and-dump’ through panic”
3:00 pm – 4:00 pm: “Teachers’ plant evidence of al-Qaeda, begin media spin”
4:00 pm – 5:00 pm: “Teachers’ prepare ‘Global Guardians’ for shadow government”
5:00 pm – 6:00 pm: “Teachers’ demolition team ‘pulls’ WTC# 7.” Teachers held insured interest in
WTC#7 mortgage. Building held evidence of CIA 9/11 war game planning in branch of Counter-Terrorism
Center. Evidence linking CIA-CAI to Teachers incinerated.
ACT 3 – 12 Months through 9/11 and 2001
January: “Presidential Pardon, John Deutch and the Chemistry of Treason”.
February: “Vaporizing Evidence with Rocket-Fuel Insulation”
March: “Spin-Less Gyrochip to Satphone, Boeing Decoy to Boeing Drone”
April: “Positive Force Hijackers Try Simulated Attack on Pentagon”
May: “Kidnapped Autopilots Beg the Question; Who Controls the Drones?”
June: “Everyone Participates – Canadian War Games on Washington”
July: “Boeing Satphones Patch Al-Qaeda in Abu Dhabi, to Gatineau, Quebec”
August: “Can a Hijacked Boeing Decoy Land as a Spin-Less Boeing Drone?”
September: “Al-Qaeda Death and Demolition but why ‘Pull It’ for WTC#7?”
October: “Teachers and Teamsters truck evidence of murder to Fresh Kills?”
November : “Loansharking the Shareholders of Boeing, Bombardier and Nortel”
December: “Market Collapse Gives Teachers’ Private Equity a Profitable Year”
ACT 4 – 12 Years from 1989 to 2001
Deutch’s former CIA agents in Raytheon and the American universities in Beirut and Cairo sabotage
investigations by U.S. military intelligence (‘Able Danger’) and CIA Counterterrorism Center (‘Alec
Station’) into Osama bin Laden and his SWAT teams.
Boeing is accused by Lockheed of a 14-year "pattern" of illegal activity in violation of the U.S. Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act, including stealing documents related to Air Force
satellite contract and patronage appointments for an aerial-refueling deal. Boeing is under investigation by
federal agencies where Boeing officials have pleaded guilty to criminal violations, including a jailed exPentagon official Darleen Druyun, who favored Boeing on at least five government contracts.
The Teachers is being investigated by Federal agencies which have stopped it from serving American
faculty in Beirut and Cairo in the context of possible post-9/11 security risks. A Teachers’ CFO has been
given leave of absence following Securities and Exchange Commission allegations she helped General Re
improperly increase insurers American International Group’s reserves. The Teachers hired a woman in
their Charlotte firm who has pleaded guilty to federal charges of racketeering and money laundering.
A preliminary cast of characters for Act 4 to describe how Boeing fell into the 9/11 war game in the
racketeering custody of institutional investors, including the Teachers’ pension fund, global banks, and “50
prominent individuals” of the CAI Private Equity Group.
Dr. John McArthur, Dean of the Faculty, Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration,
from 1980 to 1995, after which he served as senior advisor to the President of the United Nations’
controlled World Bank. In 1989, Dr. McArthur helped the Teachers set up the CAI Private Equity Group in
Montreal and New York which began the private placement of faculty pension funds in preparation for a
fraudulent global market in carbon credits under the Kyoto Accord.
Dr. Paul Gray, President Emeritus of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a Boeing director since
1990. Dr. Gray sat on Boeing’s Governance and Special Programs committee through the 9/11 war games.
The 9/11 Commission later accused the CIA’s Counterterrorism Center (‘CTC’) of “failures of
imagination” to conduct red-team analysis to thwart the use of hijacked or explosives-laden [Boeing]
aircraft as weapons, implying that Americans had turned their collective backs on an obvious threat. Our
story will show that red-team analysis was in fact performed by Boeing insiders, including Dr. Gray, and
was crucial to the success of the al-Qaeda attacks on the US embassies in East Africa, the USS Cole and
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the Boeing plane flown by Captain Dahl on 9/11. (SWAT* – Special Weapons and Tactics).
At the time of the 9/11 war game, John Biggs was chairman of the Teachers, Boeing’s largest institutional
investor, where the Teachers was the former owner of the mortgage on World Trade Center building #7.
Mr. Biggs was also a director of Boeing and the chairman of its audit committee, making the Teachers
partly responsible for illegal modifications to aircraft and satellite networks used for the 9/11 war games.
Mr. Biggs knew or ought to have known the Teachers were financing modifications to Boeing 737 and 767
aircraft and satellite networks so that Boeing planes could be remotely controlled and flown in war games
as decoy ‘hijacked’ passenger jets or drones able to deliver fuel bombs precisely into selected targets.
The Appendix has the text of my open e-mail, sent Tuesday, June 13th., 2006 to W. James McNerney Jr.
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of The Boeing Company, “asking for help from past and
present Boeing's board of directors in tracing the teachers' national pension funds (TIAA-CREF) through
the CAI private-equity group which appears to have sponsored Boeing’s bogus war games on 9/11.
http://www.caifunds.com/ourinvestors.html

CAI's limited partners are major North American institutional investors, including pension funds, insurance
companies, allegedly including Group AXA with ‘dead-peasant’ life insurance on 9/11 victims] and banks
[allegedly including Teachers’ custodial banks such as JP Morgan, BNP Paribas, State Bank of New York,
Deutsche]; prominent individual Special Investors [50] ; and the CAI principals [allegedly including hedgefund managers for 9/11 churning, insider/outsider trading and pump-and-dump through panic scams].
http://www.caifunds.com/specialinvestors.html

CAI published the names of 28 of its 50 prominent individuals, leaving the readers of the year-by-year
storyline in Chapter 4 to guess at the names of the remaining 22.
1989: “John H. Biggs sets up CAI – Teachers private equity in Montreal, New York?”
1990: “Hillary Clinton directs Lafarge through Iraqgate, cluster bombs for Saddam?”
1991: “David Rockefeller to rule world through intellectual elite and world bankers?"
1992: “Darleen Druyun begins U.S. Air Force procurement frauds for Boeing 9/11?”
1993: “Rozanne Ridgway prepares shadow government through Department of State?”
1994: “Joe Giroir promotes solid state gyroscope for Boeing 9/11 war games?”
1995: “Dr. John McArthur’s carbon-credit-kickback model for UN and World Bank?”
1996: “William Daley becomes U.S. Commerce Secretary after bomb kills Ron Brown?” 1997: “Maurice
Strong bribed by Saddam, sells a seat and a script for 9/11 war games?”
1998: “John Deutch, disgraced CIA director, prepares WTC#7 as 9/11 command center?
1999: “Mohammad al-Zaibak backs into Boeing and al-Qaeda satellite hub in Gatineau?” 2000: “Boeing
launches Thuraya satellite for use by al-Qaeda in United Arab Emirates?”
2001: “John Shalikashvili ex-chair US Joint Chiefs of Staff stands down US Air Force?”
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